
Film Club Programme - Spring 1 

Collection is at 6pm, and as it is dark at that time all children must 

be collected by a parent or guardian. 

Please look up the film on IMDB of BBFC and view the parental 

advisory notes. It is your responsibility to check that the film is 

appropriate for your child. Where films are rated 12A it means an 

adult should accompany children under 12. During all films, Mr 

Marton will supervise the children in Etna classroom. 

 

Monday 8th January: Shrek (U) 

Once upon a time, in a far away swamp, there lived an ogre named Shrek (Mike Myers) whose precious solitude is 

suddenly shattered by an invasion of annoying fairy tale characters. They were all banished from their kingdom by the 

evil Lord Farquaad (John Lithgow). Determined to save their home -- not to mention his -- Shrek cuts a deal with 

Farquaad and sets out to rescue Princess Fiona (Cameron Diaz) to be Farquaad's bride. Rescuing the Princess may be 

small compared to her deep, dark secret. 

Monday 15th January: My Neighbour Totoro (U) 

This acclaimed animated tale by director Hayao Miyazaki follows schoolgirl Satsuke and her younger sister, Mei, as they 

settle into an old country house with their father and wait for their mother to recover from an illness in an area hospital. 

As the sisters explore their new home, they encounter and befriend playful spirits in their house and the nearby forest, 

most notably the massive cuddly creature known as Totoro. 

Monday 22nd January: Jurassic Park 3 (PG) 

After being persuaded by a wealthy businessman to conduct an aerial tour of Isla Sorna, InGen's second site for a failed 

Jurassic Park experiment, Dr. Alan Grant (Sam Neill) discovers the true reason for his invitation. A tragic accident 

maroons the party of seven, and they must attempt to escape with their lives. 

Monday 29th January: Coraline (PG) 

While exploring her new home, a girl named Coraline (Dakota Fanning) discovers a secret door, behind which lies an 

alternate world that closely mirrors her own but, in many ways, is better. She rejoices in her discovery, until Other 

Mother (Teri Hatcher) and the rest of her parallel family try to keep her there forever. Coraline must use all her 

resources and bravery to make it back to her own family and life. 

Monday 5th February: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 2005 (PG) 

Based on the beloved Roald Dahl tale, this comedic and fantastical film follows young Charlie Bucket (Freddie Highmore) 

and his Grandpa Joe (David Kelly) as they join a small group of contest winners who get to tour the magical and 

mysterious factory of eccentric candy maker Willy Wonka (Johnny Depp). Aided by his diminutive Oompa Loompa 

workers (Deep Roy), Wonka has a hidden motivation for the tour, one that he will reveal only after the children in the 

group show their true colours. 

 


